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animals. For the accurate reading of results
by this method perfectly healthy and as far as
possible identical animals regarding age, weight
colouring, etc., are needed. To have an adequate'
supply of such identical animals always avail-

able necessitates the maintenance of hundreds
thousands of the species in use, and even for
small animals such as mice very extensive
animal-house accommodation is required. Therefore, on the grounds of the limited space available and the difficulty of maintaining healthy
laboratory-bred animals in the Calcutta climate,
it is doubtful if the present laboratory will be
adequate when it has reached the full working
capacity that will be needed to cope with the
tremendous amount of work that will have to
be carried out, if it is to prove an efficient
instrument in the control of all the drugs and
other products used in India in the treatment
of disease.
or

THE biochemical standardization
LABORATORY
It is eleven years since the Drugs
revealed
^ommittee
state of affairs to be in

a

Inquiry

highly unsatisfactory

existence in the conduct
They found that
Alteration was rife, that many mixtures did
contain the amount of the various drugs
;^ey were stated to contain, and that the drugs
?-heraselves were often far below the standard
required by the British or United
^ates Pharmacopoeias, which are the standards
generally accepted in India. A beginning was
in 1937 to remedy the bad conditions
Pr?ught to light by the report of this committee,
a
J? the
of
Biochemical
establishment
Laboratory whose function is
.? test and check the various products on sale
n
India for the treatment of disease.
?*

the drug trade in India.

Jl?t

Quality

j^ade

standardization

The first report issued from this laboratory
recently been received*. It covers the first
years' operations, and the amount of work
been considerable, especially
testing
.jj view ofdrugsthehaslimited
staff and laboratory
Ccommodation that has been made available,
-formerly, when drugs were confined almost
to plant products or simple inorganic
Inclusivelycompounds,
testing their purity and
j*ettrical
was a relatively simple
activity
j^armacological
and therefore did not require a very
patter
arge establishment nor a particularly highly
MUalified staffs ancj the present laboratory
and staff would probably have
^Ccommodation
do the greater part of the
sufficient
to
t
^en necessaiT- Now, it is a very
difrln^
ifterent matter because, in addition to the
oove kinds of drugs, several other distinct
?ups of important remedies are being used in
L?at quantities. For example, there are gland
organic compounds,
Sn racts, highly complicated
and the vitamins.
sera and vaccines,
jPe(>ific
0
single expert nor any single laboratory can
to cope successfully with the standardizat.?Pe
?n of all the
compounds and products included
j
the above groups, because they differ so
1(lely in their composition and processes of
^ufacture that very many entirely different
^thods have to be employed in their assay.
give one example?an important method
of
drug
testing, and one that is now widely
e
/?^Ployed and is the only satisfactory method
?:r ttiany products, is biological assay, that is
e
testing of products by their action on
,

,^ee

i
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*See

abstract

on

p. G99 of

this issue,

While

we welcome this
report and congraits director, Colonel Sir R. N. Chopra,
tulate_
and his staff on the amount and the quality of
the work they have performed with the facilities at their disposal, we wish to take this'
opportunity of emphasizing the fact that this
laboratory in its present form and situation can
only be regarded as the small beginning of what
must in time be developed into an extensive

organization.
It may be said that

owing

to the enormous
to meet in
war
effort

expenditure that the country has
upholding its share in the Empire

money is not available for the necessary expan-

sion of this drug standardization laboratory.
However great the national expenditure may at
present be in other directions, we feel that the
funds should be found somehow,
necessary
because the international situation makes the
rapid expansion of the laboratory urgent, as the
war has suddenly placed upon it a very much
augmented volume of work, which in peace time
might have been assumed more gradually.
The overseas supplies of nearly all drugs are
very much reduced and in many instances completely discontinued. The result is that locally
manufactured drugs and biological products
have suddenly become of much greater relative
importance. Many of the countries of Europe
and America from which we obtained by far the
o-reater quantity of remedies before the war
already had legislation in force to ensure the
strength of their pharmaceutical
purity and that
so
drugs emanating from wellproducts,
known manufacturing houses in these countries
could largely be taken on trust, thus local
in most
assay was not of particular importance
overseas
of
sudden
This
stoppage
cases.
of local
supplies has led to a rapid expansion
from
fulfar
is
still
and
it
drug manufacture,
firms engaged
the
of
demand.
the
Many
filling
are sound
in India on this type of industry
concerns with good laboratory accommodation
efficient staffs, and they turn out materials

and
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are up to standard, but unfortunately there
many others with inadequate laboratory
equipment and staff who may be trying honestly
to do their best but are incapable of carrying
out correctly the highly technical operations
needed in making modern drugs, and there is a
third class of manufacturers who are deliberately
placing 011 the market remedies of inferior
quality in the hope of making large profits out
of our present emergency.
There are two aspects to this situation; there
is the point of view of the health of the people,
for it is to the drug standardization organization
that we must look for ensuring that safe, pure
and potent drugs are placed on the market,
and the commercial aspect. The present situation has provided pharmaceutical manufacturers in India with a great opportunity which
they will be unable to exploit to the full unless
the standard of drug manufacture is maintained at its proper level by legislation backed
are
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a drug standardization
organization suitable to the requirements. Otherwise the oppor'
tunists, the third class of manufacturers mentioned above, whilst making their own quick
profits will ruin the name of the Indian drug

by

industry. Imported drugs always

hitherto they have been readily

cost more,

purchased

but
be-

people believed, rightly or wrongly, that on
the whole drugs manufactured in India were oi
inferior quality. Now in many instances they
can only buy locally manufactured
drugs ana
on the
opinions they form while the present
situation lasts will depend their attitude towards
Indian manufactured drugs in the future and
whether they return once more .to drugs
foreign origin. Strive how they will, individual
cause

manufacturers cannot save the situation unless
receive the support of the Government
Now not after the war is the time, therefore,
expand the drugs standardization organizations
in India.

they

